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As a result, his gaze has been steadily looking at Ning Yuning’s body.
“Strange, my pen is clearly in the bag, why is it missing?” Ning Yuning said
anxiously, his body swooping back even more, and his thigh still touched
Lin Ziming’s arm, it was terrible!
It happened that Ning Yuning was still wearing a hip skirt with black silk
today, Lin Ziming was really going to have a nosebleed.
If he knew it earlier, he shouldn’t have agreed to let Ning Yuning send him
back, but now it’s okay and embarrassing.
Lin Ziming couldn’t stand it anymore, his throat became dry, and he said,
“It’s fine if you can’t find it. I’ll sign it for you next time I have a chance?”
Ning Yuning shook his head and said: “That’s not good, Lin Dong, you
always see the dragon without seeing the end. I see you this time, and I
don’t know when I will see you next time. I can’t give up when I have a
chance now.”
Lin Ziming smiled bitterly. You can’t give up, but you should also pay
attention to your own image. You are almost gone now, you are a big star.
Finally, Ning Yuning cheered and said: “Great, I finally found it!”
She turned around quickly, because she was too anxious, causing her to
bang, bump her forehead into the headrest of the seat next to her, and let out
a moan. Then her body was out of balance and she went straight. Lin
Ziming asked where he fell over.
Lin Ziming was doing a avatar, and he didn’t react for a while, causing Ning
Yuning to sit full!
The atmosphere suddenly became embarrassing.
I go, what’s the situation?
Well, how could Ning Yuning get on him, and his hand…
Time has stopped at this moment.
The two of them looked at each other, and Ning Yuning’s pretty face turned
rosy at a speed visible to the naked eye, almost dripping blood!
Lin Ziming’s old face couldn’t help but flushed, it was really embarrassing.
Ning Yuning’s heart was beating so fast that she was about to jump out, she
actually sat on Lin Dong, and Lin Dong put her hand on her…
If other men ate her tofu like this, she would feel disgusting, and she would
have slapped her in the face long ago!
But this person is Lin Ziming. Not only did she have the slightest nausea
and disgust, but on the contrary, she was very happy and felt very beautiful.
Now she looked at Lin Ziming who was close in front of her, her breathing
started to rush, completely instinctively, her lips slowly moved towards Lin
Ziming’s mouth.
Lin Ziming’s heartbeat is also fast now. He is a man, not Liu Xiahui. In this
situation, it is impossible to say that there is no feeling at all.
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Looking at such a beautiful face, he has watched it several times on TV, and
it is difficult for him to remain indifferent.
Just when Ning Yuning’s lips were about to touch him, suddenly, his mobile
phone rang, waking him up.
Quickly pushed Ning Yuning away and said, “Miss Ning, my house is here,
thank you for sending me back.”
After speaking, Lin Ziming opened the car door directly and ran away in a
hurry.
Ning Yuning was stunned. She looked at Lin Ziming’s disappearing figure,
and it took a long time to come back to her senses, and then her face turned
into an apple, and she cursed in shame: “Ning Yuning! What were you
doing just now, too shameless Up!”
After a while, she chuckled out again, with a joyful and regretful expression
on her face, “It’s a pity, I almost kissed Lin Dong! But it doesn’t matter, Lin
Dong just ate tofu, he seemed to be right I am interesting…”
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